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Characters of Finite Quasigroups V: Linear Characters 
K. W. JOHNSON AND J. D. H. SMITH 
The linear basic characters of a finite, non-empty quasigroup are all shown to corne from the 
derived quotient. Under multiplication, they form an abelian group which acts on the 
non-linear basic characters. Aspects of the structure of quasigroups with a unique non-linear 
basic character are investigated. 
1. INTRODUCfION 
Earlier papers of this series ([4]-[7]) have explored the extent to which the character 
theory of finite quasigroups behaves like the character theory of finite groups. In [6], 
the Quotient Theorem [6, Th. 2.1] showed how certain characters of a quasigroup 
come from characters of a quotient. Further, [6, Prop. 7.2(i)] showed that a quasigroup 
Q is abelian iff its basic characters are all 'linear', i.e. take the value 1 on Q. Theorem 
3.1 below builds on these results, showing that all the linear characters of a general 
non-empty finite quasigroup Q come from its largest abelian quotient. The short 
preliminary Section 2 recapitulates some elementary facts about this quotient. 
While these results show that quasigroup characters preserve some behaviour of 
group characters, other examples have revealed a divergence of behaviour. In [5, §6] 
and [7], it was seen that products of basic quasigroup characters need not be 
non-negative integral linear combinations of basic characters, nor need these products 
admit the direct interpretations they allow in the group case. The smallest ring 
containing the coefficients in the linear combinations was called the coefficient ring 
Z[Q] of Q [5, §6]. It is shown in Section 4 of the current paper that the linear basic 
characters of a general quasigroup are well behaved under multiplication. They form 
an abelian group which then acts on the remaining basic characters. This action extends 
to give an abelian group of isometries of the space of class functions. The final Section 
5 examines finite, non-empty quasigroups having a unique non-linear basic character. 
Theorem 5.4(iii) is of interest as a first attempt at investigating structural implications 
of an assumption about the coefficient ring. Throughout, notation not otherwise 
explained is carried over from [4]-[7] and [10]. 
2. THE DERIVED QUASIGROUP 
An abelian quasigroup is a commutative, associative quasigroup; thus it is empty or 
an abelian group. The abelian quasigroups form a variety of quasigroups. Hence [18, p. 
17] each quasigroup Q has a congruence y which is the least congruence on Q for 
which the quotient is an abelian quasigroup. The quotient Q l' is called the abelian 
replica of Q, and the congruence y = y(Q) is called the abelian replica congruence of 
Q. Now assume that Q is non-empty. Then the replica Q l' is an abelian group. As such, 
it has a unique idempotent, namely its identity element. In other words, amongst all 
the congruence classes of the abelian replica congruence, there is a unique class Q' 
which is a (normal) subquasigroup of Q. The quasigroup Q' is called the derived 
quasigroup of Q. (If Q is associative, i.e. a group, then Q' is the derived or 
commutator subgroup of Q.) The quotient Q l' may be written as Q / Q', and the replica 
congruence classes may be considered as cosets of Q'. The replica class x l' containing 
an element x of Q may be written as the right coset Q'(q\x) or left coset (x/q)Q', 
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where q is an arbitrary element of Q'. If Q' has finite order m, then each coset also has 
order m. Thus if Q has finite order n, the order m of Q' must divide n. (As [5, (5.4)] 
shows, the order of a general subquasigroup P of Q need not divide n.) 
REMARK. If Q is a 2-pique [2, 111.5] [6, §7] with pointed idempotent e, let Ge be 
the stabiliser of e in the multiplication group G of Q. Then Q is a ZGe-module, and the 
derived quasigroup Q' may be described alternatively as the submodule Qf, where f is 
the augmentation ideal of ZGe (cf. [2,111.5]). 
3. LINEAR BASIC CHARACfERS 
Let Q be a finite, non-empty quasigroup of order n with derived quasigroup Q' of 
order m. A basic character [4, Def. 3.3] 1/Ji:Q X Q-C of Q is said to be linear if 
1/Jil = 1. The quotient Q/Q' = QY is an abelian group of order n/m. Thus its n/m basic 
characters Xl> ... , Xnlm are all linear. The natural projection 
(3.1) 
is a quasigroup epimorphism. By the Quotient Theorem [6, Th. 2.1], it follows that for 
1 ~ i ~ n/m, the functions 
1/Ji = n;rty Xi: Q X Q-C; (x, y)~ Xi(X Y, yY) (3.2) 
are linear basic characters of Q. 
THEOREM 3.1. The basic characters 1/JI, ... , 1/Jnlm of (3.2) form the complete set of 
linear basic characters of Q. 
PROOF. Let 1/Ji be a linear basic character of Q. It must be shown that 1/Ji factors 
through nat y: Q X Q - Q Y x ~ In ot~ words, let Cj and Ck be quasigroup 
conjugacy classes for which Cj nat y = Ck nat y. It must then be shown that 1/Jij = 1/Jik. 
The action of the multiplication group G on Q gives a ring homomorphism 
o : CG - Ende CQ; a ~ a 9. Since the centraliser ring V (G, Q) is commutative [9, 
Lemma 4], [10, 523], the CG-module CQ decomposes as a direct sum 
(3.3) 
of mutually inequivalent [1, Th. 2.1.4 (ii)] irreducible CG-modules. The corresponding 
decomposition of CG 9 is 
CG 9 = Ende E1 EI1 ... EI1 Ende Ei EI1 ... EI1 Ende Es, (3.4) 
giving the decomposition 
V(G, Q) = Z(Endc E1) EI1 ... EI1 Z(Ende Ei) EI1 ... EI1 Z(Endc Es) (3.5) 
of the centraliser ring. Letei : CQ - Ei be the projection onto the ith direct summand 
in (3.3). Then since 1 = 1/J~1 = tr ei = dime Ei [10, 5.3], it follows that Ende Ei is 
commutative. Thus for any elements a, b, of CG, 
(3.6) 
Further, since (3.3) is a CG-module decomposition (or, equivalently, since ei lies in 
V(G, Q», (3.7) 
for q in Q and g in G. 
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It will now be shown that 
(3.8) 
is a quasigroup homomorphism. Take elements p, q, r of Q. Then (pe;)R(qr)8IEi = 
(p . qr)e; = qR(r)L(p)e; = (qe;)R(r)8IEiL(p)8IEi = (qe;)L(p)8IEiR(r)8IEi = (pq . r)e; = 
(pe;)R(q)8IEiR(r)8IEi' The fourth equality here is an instance of (3.6), while the first, 
third, fifth and sixth follow by (3.7). Since Q generates CQ, the image Qe; = 
{pe; 1 p E Q} generates E;. Thus 
R(qr)8IEi = R(q)8IEi ' R(r)8IEi' (3.9) 
so that (3.8) is indeed a quasigroup homomorphism. Since Autc E; is an abelian group, 
the homomorphism (3.8) factors through the natural projection (3.1). This means that 
qY=rY ~ R(q)8IEi=R(r)8IEi' (3.10) 
Fix an element e of Q. Fix elements qo in C/e) and ro in Ck(e). For all q in Cj(e) and 
r in Ck(e), qY = r'6 = q'6 = rY, so that (e\qV = (e\roV = (e\qoV = (e\rV. Now the 
incidence matrix of Cj is the matrix with respect to Q of the endomorphism 
at = 2: [R(e\e)-lR(e\q)t 
qeCj(e) 
of CQ [10, 526]. Moreover, 
[10, 531(a) and 536]. Thus 
.1, -1 81 
't';j= nj aj Ei 
= nj1 2: [R(e\e)-lR(e\q)]8IEi 
qeCj(e) 
= [R(e\e)-lR(e\ro)]8IEi 
= [R(e\e)-lR(e\qo)]8IEi 
= n;;l 2: [R(e\e)-lR(e\r)]8IEi 
reCk(e) 
-1 81 
=nk ak Ei 
= t/J;k> 
as required. Note the use of (3.10) in the third, fourth and fifth equalities. 0 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
COROLLARY 3.2. The number of linear basic characters of Q divides the order of Q. 0 
4. AcrION OF THE LINEAR CHARACTERS 
Under the pointwise or 'Hadamard' multiplication on the space CC1(Q) of 
complex-valued quasigroup class functions on Q, the set A = {I = t/J1> ... , t/Jnlm} of 
linear basic characters forms an abelian group. This group is the dual of Q/Q', i.e. the 
group Hom (Q/Q', Sl) of abelian group homomorphisms of Q/Q' into the group 
Sl = {z E C 1 zi = I} of complex numbers of unit modulus. The inverse in A of a linear 
character t/Ji is its complex conjugate 1P;. Let 'l' = {t/J1> ... , t/Jnlm, ... , t/Js} denote the 
full set of basic characters of Q. Recall [4, Th. 3.4] that 'l'is an orthonormal basis for 
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CCI(Q) under the bilinear form ( , ) defined by 
IQ x QI (0, cp) = (0* cp)(Q) (4.1) 
[4, (2.1)], where * is the bilinear, commutative and associative convolution on CCI(Q). 
LEMMA 4.1. For cp, X in CCI(Q) and 1/1 in lJI, 
(cp1/l, X) = (cp, .;pX)· 
PROOF. For (x, y) in Cj and 1/1 = 1/Ii' 
1/I(x, y) = 1/Iij = n(/;)-1I2ijij = n(/;)-II21/ij' =.;pij' = .;p(y, x) 
by [4, Lemma 3.2(c)]. Then 
IQ x QI (cp1/l, X) = (cp1/l) * X(Q) 
= 2: 2: cp(x,y)1/I(x,Y)X(y,x) 
xeQyeQ 
= 2: 2: cp(x,y).;p(y,x)X(Y,x) 
xeQ yeQ 
= cp * (.;pX)(Q) 
=IQXQI(t/>,1/Ix). 0 
Note that (cp(i1/l), X) = i (cp1/l, X) = i (cp, .;pX) = (cp, i.;pX) = - (cp, (i1/l )X) by the bi-
linearity of ( , ), so that Lemma 4.1 does not extend to the more general case of 1/1 in 
CCI(Q). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For a linear basic character A of Q, Hadamard multiplication by A 
gives an isometry of CCI(Q). 
PROOF. For cp, X in CCI(Q), use of Lemma 4.1 shows that (cpA, XA) = (cp, XXA) = 
(cp,XXA) = (cp,X). 0 
Let k be a natural number. Then a basic character 1/1 of Q is said to appear with 
mUltiplicity k in a class function X if (1/1, X) = k, so that k is the coefficient of 1/1 in the 
unique expression of X as a linear combination from IJI. 
THEOREM 4.3. (i) The abelian group A of linear basic characters acts by Hadamard 
multiplication on the full set lJI of basic characters. 
(ii) In the product of two basic characters, each linear basic character appears with 
multiplicity 0 or 1. 
(iii) Fix a linear basic character A and a non-linear basic character 1/1. Then there is a 
unique non-linear basic character X such that A appears in x1/I with positive multiplicity. 
This multiplicity is 1. 
PROOF. (i) For 1 ~ i, j, k ~ s, the Krein parameter qt [1, Th. 2.3.6(i)] is given as 
s s 
k -11'1' ~ -21: I: f: -1(l'l'f-l)112 ~ -qij = n JiJj L.. nl ':1li':1lj':1lk = n JiJj k L.. n1/lil1/ljl1/lkl 
1=1 1=1 
= (/;tf;I)1I2n-2 2: 2: 1/Ii(X, y)1/Ij(x, y)1/Ik(y, x) 
XEQYEQ 
= (/;tf;I)112 ( 1/Ii1/lj' 1/Ik)' 
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By the Krein condition [1, Th. 2.3.8J, q~ is real and non-negative. Thus 
(4.2) 
Now suppose that 1/Ji is a linear basic character of Q. By Proposition 4.2, the matrix of 
Hadamard multiplication by 1/Ji with respect to the orthonormal basis 1[1 is orthogonal. 
By (4.2), the coefficients of this matrix are non-negative. But an orthogonal matrix 
with non-negative coefficients is a permutation matrix, so Hadamard multiplication by 
1/Ji permutes the elements of 1[1. 
(ii) Let the two basic characters by 1/Jj and 1/Jk' Let 1/Ji again be linear. Then by 
Lemma 4.1, (1/Ji' 1/Jj1/Jk) = (1/J;'IPj' 1/Jk) = (1/Ji1/Jj', 1/Jk)' By (i) and the orthonormality of 
1[1, these products take the value 0, unless 1/Jj' is permuted under Hadamard 
multiplication by 1/Ji to 1/Jk> in which case the products take the value 1. 
(iii) By Lemma 4.1, (A, x1/J) = (AX, 1/J). This product takes a non-zero value, 
namely 1, iff X = X1/J, i.e. iff X = AijI. 0 
5. UNIQUE NON-LINEAR CHARACTERS 
This section examines aspects of the structure of a finite non-empty quasi group Q 
which has a unique non-linear basic character. Note that each example presented in the 
first two papers of this series was of that form: the order 4 quasigroup of [4, §4), the 
rank 2 quasigroups of [5, §5J, and the octonion loop of [5, §8J. Other examples to bear 
in mind are the symmetric group ~ and the quatemion group. The first main result, 
Theorem 5.2 below, gives a fairly detailed structural description in a restricted case. It 
requires a brief introductory discussion of the 'stability congruence'. 
In the multiplication group G of a quasigroup Q, let GJC denote the stabiliser of the 
element x of Q. The stability congruence a(Q) on Q is then defined by 
a(Q) = {(x, y) E Q x Q I GJC = Gy} (5.1) 
[2, §III.6J. If Q is a loop with identitf element e, then eo(Q) is the centre of Q. In 
general, however, a(Q) may be a proper subcongruence of the centre congruence of Q. 
PRoPosmON 5.1. Let Q be a finite non-empty quasigroup with conjugacy classes 
Q = C I , C2, ... , Cs of orders IQI = n = nnl> nn2, ... , nns. Then 
a(Q) = U {Ci I ni = 1}. (5.2) 
In particular, the stability congruence a(Q) is determined by the character table I[I(Q) 
ofQ· 
PROOF. For fixed e in Q, the Ci(e) are the orbits of Ge on Q. Thus eO = 
U {{x} I xGe =x} = U {Ci(e) I ni = 1}, whence (5.2). The ni are determined from 
I[I(Q) via [4, Cor. 3.5(b)]. 0 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Q be a quasigroup of order n, where n > 2. Then the following 
conditions on Q are equivalent: 
(a) Q has a unique non-linear basic character, the square of which is the sum of all the 
linear basic characters of Q; 
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(b) the character table 'l'(Q) of Q is of the form 
Q Cl C2 C3 Cs 
""1 1 1 1 1 
'l'(Q/Q') 
""nl2 1 1 
""S Vn/2 - Vn/2 0 0 
(c) the congruences y(Q) and a(Q) coincide, each having order 2n. 
PROOF. (a)~(b): Let ""S be the unique non-linear character of Q, so 
that ""1>"" "",-I form a complete set of linear characters of Q. By assump-
tion, ""; = ""1 + ... + "",-I' Then n = ""il + ... "";-1,1 + "";1 = (s - 1) + ""11 + ... + 
"",-1,1 = 2(s - 1), whence "";1 = s - 1 = n/2. Since there are n/2 linear characters, 
Theorem 3.1 shows that IQ/Q'I = n/2. Let C3 , ••• , C, respectively contain repre-
sentatives for each of the s - 2 y-classes distinct from Q'. By the orthogonality of later 
columns to the first in the character table 'l'(Q / Q') of Q / Q', the sums "";i = 
""Ii + ... + "",-I,i are zero for 3:os;; i:os;; s, whence ""'i = O. This completes all but the 
second column of the character table 'l'(Q) of Q. The second column may then be 
completed using orthogonality of subsequent rows to the first row in this table. 
(b)~(c): If 'l'(Q) is as shown in (b), then by Theorem 3.1IQ/Q'1 =n/2, whence 
IQ'I = 2 and Iyl = 2n. Use of [4, Cor. 3.5 (b)] on 'l'(Q) yields nl = n2 = 1 and 
n3 = ... = n, = 2. Proposition 5.1 then shows that a(Q) = C l U C2 = y(Q). 
(c) ~ (a): Suppose ly(Q)1 = la(Q)1 = 2n. Since IQ'I = 2, there are precisely n/2 
linear basic characters of Q by Theorem 3.1. By Proposition 5.1, without loss of 
generality one has nl = n2 = 1 and ni > 1 for i > 2. (Since n > 2, there are conjugacy 
classes other than C l and C2.) For i>2, [4, Cor. 3.5(b)] gives 2:OS;;ni= 
n/(E'k=1 I ""kiI2) :os;; n/(Ek~1 I ""kiI2) = 2, whence equality throughout and ""ki = 0 for 
k > n/2. The orthogonality relation [4, (3.4)] yields 
1""'112 + 1"".zI2 = n (5.3) 
on setting i = j = sand 
"",I + "",2 = 0 (5.4) 
on setting i = s, j = 1. Thus "",I = Vn/2 and "", is the unique non-linear basic character, 
the square of which is the sum of all the linear basic characters. D 
The octonion loop, quaternion group, and the quasigroup of [1, §4] satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 5.2. Another interesting example is furnished by Parker's 
Moufang loop P used in Conway's construction of the Fischer-Griess monster group 
[3, §3]. Note that P has order 213 and that P / P', the Golay code, is elementary 
abelian. Theorem 5.2(b) then gives the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Each entry in the character table of the non-associative Moufang 
Parker loop is integral. 
The final result, Theorem 5.4, is more general (and correspondingly weaker) than 
Theorem 5.2. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let Q be a quasigroup of order n, with derived subquasigroup Q' of 
order m. Suppose that Q has a unique non-linear basic character. 
(i) The character table 'l'(Q) is of the form 
Q 
1 1 1 1 
'l'(QIQ') 
Wnlm 1 1 
o o 
(ii) Q is subdirectly irreducible. 
(iii) Q has integral coefficient ring iff one of the following (mutually exclusive) 
conditions holds: (a) Q satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.2; (b) The Diophantine 
equation 
p 2m(m - 1) = n(m - 2)2 
has a positive integral solution p. 
PROOF. By Theorem 4.3(iii), 
W; = WI + ... + Wnlm + lXWs 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
for a certain coefficient lX, making Z[lX] the coefficient ring of Q. Applying (5.6) to C I 
gives 
(5.7) 
If Z[Q] = Z, then either lX = 0 and the conditions of Theorem 5.2 apply, or else lX is a 
positive integer, in which case (5.5) has a solution. Conversely, if (5.5) has a solution, 
then lX is integral and m > 2. On the other hand, condition (a) of Theorem 5.2 makes 
lX = 0 and Z[Q] = Z. This completes the proof of (iii). The form (i) of the character 
table follows on filling in 'l'(QIQ') as shown, making y = C1 U C2 , and completing Ws 
with the orthogonality for columns of 'l'(Q). By [4, Th. 3.6], the congruence lattice of 
Q is the ordinal sum of the singleton {Q} and a copy of the congruence lattice of 
QIQ'. The copy of the trivial congruence on QIQ' becomes y. Thus Q, having y as a 
socle, is subdirectly irreducible. D 
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